The video stream from a commercial RGB camera is mapped to a semi-synchronous video stream of a time-of-flight Z-depth camera to produce a composite RGB-Z video stream. The combined image is rendered to show both the color and depth effects of the scene. Each pixel of the composite image provides both RGB encoding and Z depth in real-world coordinates. The data is useful for both machine vision and consumer imaging applications. The RGB brightness data provides detailed image of the scene including textures, colors and ambient light information. The time-of-flight depth camera provides additional information about the relative location and size of objects independent of texture and ambient-light condition. The demo shows several 3D rendering technique including wire-frame and color shading.
The video stream from a commercial RGB camera is mapped to a semi-synchronous video stream of a time-of-flight Z-depth camera to produce a composite RGB-Z video stream. The combined image is rendered to show both the color and depth effects of the scene. Each pixel of the composite image provides both RGB encoding and Z depth in real-world coordinates. The data is useful for both machine vision and consumer imaging applications. The RGB brightness data provides detailed image of the scene including textures, colors and ambient light information. The time-of-flight depth camera provides additional information about the relative location and size of objects independent of texture and ambient-light condition. The demo shows several 3D rendering technique including wire-frame and color shading.
Another benefit of a RGB-Z camera is to increase the x-y depth field resolution of a low density depth camera using the images from a high density RGB camera. The pixel resolution of today's RGB cameras can easily rise to hundred thousands or millions pixels on a single chip. This is achieved due to the small pixel size of these cameras (typically around 5-7 microns). The pixel structure of a time-of-flight depth sensor, however, is much more complex. The depth pixel count is typically in tens of thousands of pixels per chip. Therefore, there is an inherent mismatch between the pixel densities of the images produced by each type of camera. The algorithm that fuses the brightness and depth images to produce a single frame must reconcile these differences and provides mapping between corresponding pixels. This is done by upsampling [1] the depth view to the same resolution as the brightness images and then running an inference algorithm to infer a higher resolution depth field. The resulting effect is to provide a depth map that matches the higher x-y resolution of the RGB camera.
A time-of-flight sensor [2] uses an active infrared (IR) modulated light (in the form of laser or LED) as its signal and measures the depth by detecting the phase shift of the modulated light reflected from the target. In contrast, an RGB camera must image the visible spectrum of the light that is originated from the prevailing ambient lighting condition of the scene. If the light is simply split between the two cameras, each camera will receive one half of the available light. Instead, the demo uses a cold mirror specifically for the purpose of splitting the light into two spectrums: the visible light spectrum (>700 nm) is reflected to the RGB camera, and the IR spectrum passes through to reach the depth camera. This design minimizes the loss of respective useful light for each camera.
